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Dear Reader, 
 
I am more you than I, reader.  
You are so I, you me we and they 
are all the same. I mean you,  
reader, specifically you. I love  
the way you turn your wrist  
in the dark as though to say hello  
in a way we don’t understand. I mean you 
reader, you reader in plurality. I admire  
your breadth of stadium, like nations 
of hands and eyes and words. You 
are kind. Or rather we are kindly one- 
voiced. You hear it. This is sound-land, 
and there are many types of lutes. Each 
lute is you and each lute sits still  
on your lap like a good kid speaking. 
 
My bias is showing: that goodwill dawns me  
behind the ear when I feel I am dainty nothing 
shadowed by that glowing shadow of history. 
Could I infect the world if I were tall-capped 
Mussolini waving grave-face at infinite crowd? 
Could you, dear reader? We are stinkbugs 
circling a streetlamp. There is the physics, 
and there is the long bucket of red squish  
and critch. There is going limp at night like 
death. And liking movies and chicken. Cozy 
mast of Ma and Pa are here and dollars, 
and brave men somewhere who help you, 
and the undying love of generators singing  
all good investments in all due time! I swear  
the buttons are sewed well. This life is not 
just so-called. This is what we are made  
for: this tough mast let it rub rub your back, reader. 
 
And by the way, why a poem?  
When I think of you, I see a drag cart 
dragon sort of wild eyes and scooting  
through main road after church lunch.  
Are you this ache-brained bandit 
or an odd friend whose hair’s good? Whose 
raccoon do you pet? You must have seen 
your own animal eyes in the spring as you 
tilt your forehead and dangle your long tongue  
downward. Reflections speak and sound  
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like hologram air balloons up up into the  
nimbus of this means that that means this 
insofar as this must be true. It must be. Reader, 
 
chuck the shovel and sleep on the dirt  
on the body you shoveled dirt atop.  
Sleep on that dirt until the dirt is gone  
by rain and you are body to body with a dead 
body. This should be no surprise. These words  
are efforts of decomposed materials giving  
and thieving life. I do not forget your specific  
wrists when I ask you, please, take out your 
dentures and take these words in your mouth.  
Let them sit there until they taste horrible.  
Let it be necessary to gnaw, gnaw the yawp, 
and let its awful colors shine past the uvula,  
in that deepest cave-spot, where the magic  
bullhorns made their mark, where the bones  
are piled. This is you me me you we are singing about,  
always singing haloo we one lover away away  
with bouquets of lilies and diamond jewels. I give you 
me these lines in trust, reader. Let us be what we are. 
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Reverie 
 
We bearers of weight wrapped in empyrean arms 
cast gentle shadows through lampshades of silk.  
Lastingly struggling, we wielders of magnificent becoming  
feel our cough-wakes fast and raucous. We graze 
and floss lazy in summer-light air. But why do we sing  
so dully? And how can terrifying days behold lovingly  
these last thoughts of days? I hail the waking of the hours,  
how a moment is spongy, how a second can be rapt  
and yellowly exuberant and longingly fragrant. If we  
can keep our spurring heroism thumb-wise and so  
shake solemnity from a day-full breast, we may bless  
an hour or two of no thing measured. What whispers  
of nether cherubim shield these moments’ succession  
from their wishful and breathing self which traces 
circularly the fumes of a verdant and fertile canyon?  
I loathe what not is because I loathe nothing. Seasons  
bare their selves as we bare what we are, unwillingly  
lifting off thought’s last flakes to let light in and in and in.  
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Visitor 
 
I let the angel inside  
me. She came knocking, 
 
knowing she could wrap  
her tail around my brain stem.  
 
She sits at the top of my head 
now, presses at the roof  
 
of my scalp, shoots a stirring 
shock through my arms and stomach 
 
when I think I must do this  
or that. She says, be still,  
 
let me have my moment of place 
in a dull world I have nearly forgotten,  
 
a world of rain and walking,  
of grey eyes trailing weary past  
 
other eyes, and the undeniability 
of some wet parking lot.  
 
She could learn to live here 
if she unscarfed her shyness  
 
and tried wrangling like a human.  
But she is not violent, does not   
 
come into me uprooting  
trowel-like my plans and memories. No, 
 
I think she must be lost, 
wandering through, thought 
 
I looked nice. So I say thank you 
for this pain of submission, 
 
and the sanity of new emptiness, 
of making room for someone else. 
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The Overwhelming Photograph 
 
In the shadow of time’s long looming, I protest a love  
which is not eyeful and decadent with sympathy,  
which does not attempt to portraitize and fail always,  
 
us always being what we have always been becoming. 
Take, for instance, the overwhelming photograph,  
overwhelming for its purple and yellow swirl of why-gone. 
 
Sighing into those tangerine faces we attempt to spring  
heelwise into the eternal moment which is and is and is  
sovereign. But mourning a lost sensation, we inwardly  
 
peer to the hallways of memory, jumping with untraceable, 
fast dances, skipping as the grief-rope beckons saying, 
wring your body lengthwise, let artifice urgently wrap  
 
its devilish splintered tongue around your oil crevice. 
How we settle into the ways we become, bashful  
like puppies the whole long way. Would you believe  
 
that dreams invent us anyway, dissolve us with grace,  
with plenty of basketfuls of grape-pain, sandalwood  
in the lone moment, lavender in the lustful corner,  
 
and our me-I always gleaming in What embrace? 
Who is the one with you in the photograph, the one  
who creases the corners of time, dimming them  
 
toward a more collaborative source. You two  
will marry, and your countless days will burn sweet 
as matches in the holds of eyes, hot meals  
 
we made together, mornings that dwindle 
indistinctly in succession, until, at last,  
joined at the gestural hip of our bodiless body,  
 
gallivanting across the tectonic faults of selfhood  
shared in time in time-forever, the notion is found:  
the sky is funneling, and we view the gathering  
 
of us. Like roses in petals in a gyre, we pass  
indistinguishable from the source which we are 
and are always becoming. It is the perfect dream  
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where no regret ropes us into the cubicles 
of a serious mind. We blaze in uniformity: 
each choice its opposite and equal, each 
 
moist in the morning, dry in the hot afternoon,  
each tugging on the pant leg saying, pick me pick me  
in simultaneity making one-voiced all choices,  
 
one-voiced, gleaming in perpetuity towards  
What sovereign unity binds us in thought  
and matter and imagination in time to timelessness. 
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The Nuclear Bomb 
 
The blast made a riddle of the morning. Sky  
purpled, then reddened, yellowed then to black. 
I saw it all through the visions’ wide-screen wall- 
windows. News agreed, atomized. How? How come?  
Where? Richmond? Muscatine? The Empire State? 
Looking at that bulldog-nosed war head, I thought  
 
I missed consciousness entirely. Some two 
embracing lovers might have given thanks 
for that magic light which shot like arrows in 
every bedroom. We thought of calling in sick.  
We thought of mom, and laughing buddy from 
way-back-when up-slotched and screwed to smithereens. 
The hurdle, at the moment of detonation 
 
split a runner up the crotch. Dreams dismantled 
like a lapsed computer, vivisected.  
The glass thimble dropped from the table, then  
the howling began. I guessed I’d bandage wounds like  
Walt. Where I went I saw the president bow 
and kiss the feet of corpses, cry into their 
sleeves, thanking them for their votes. Now I wonder, 
 
what did the minister mean by peal of thunder? 
Last Sunday’s sermon was incendiary. His chin 
tilted back like a radio wave dish, tongue  
slapped the air lizard-like as though to snatch  
the breaths of congregants. In truth, I think he’s  
nuts. But in that decimating light, who can help 
but envisage God? Is One doing One’s laundry, 
 
while we humans snicker like kids and tug  
at One’s wool coat-tails to be watched like  
celebrities? I learned once the orangutan  
lives all alone in the jungle. His snapshot  
had the lonely glint of a river-worn canyon,  
and the glow of a long and empty moon. 
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The Hero Wants to Come Out 
 
I had just been ruffling his hair, saying, stay 
put or saying, there is no exit for you  
to wave your cape through. Or even,  
you aren’t real. We don’t exist. This is us 
in mere light mask, words are smokescreen  
in true tactile hero-less grocery store  
or wildflower field. We live in a non-story 
of no-hero. This bored him. Sing to me,  
he says. I say, what song? Rambler’s  
Blues. More of a waltz than a blues. Just  
sing it. I croaked to the lights who terrorize 
black gathering clouds. I do my sleeping in 
an old haystack (I don’t) and a boxcar is  
my home (It’s not). He gets to throwing his arms 
around, jumps out mid-air from the swing set,  
yowlps and heels climb his dumb scalp. I don’t  
know what else to say to him! I work all  
the time, and he lights his pocket lighter under 
my butt, says smoke up, sir. Some hero.  
 
I took a quick trip in the dusk woods to hear  
how he measures up to the kook chirp rattles 
of some fur-brain sniffing my peanut butter.  
Mutt-deer-hog-giraffe of what size and how far  
away? He said, what a rush! The trees were near 
silent save for whistle-snouts and scrapes of 
Death who sits on an old black volcanic stone 
and speaks to no one but looks at everything 
with one eye snapped shut and one I wide open 
gathering the bones of the forest, planting 
mushrooms, patting me gently on the back. Me 
and my hero found so peace in this horror. 
And now I’m back in desked lamplit paper land 
and he’s occupied, and I can work some more.  
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What I See in Town Today 
 
How many layers of cloth smother the town  
like earth strata, robbing me, or any woman, that 
daunting look, the eye-rattling light that feels like 
ice cream on a stick but too cold? My grandma,  
the people, don’t know the day anymore, they don’t 
know the day because the instruments agree.  
 
It is on this day when I see a big box truck 
scooting past the market. A wolf man lifts the door, 
hops out the back and pulls balloon flags from his  
throat. He sings, of all songs, the Albanian ballad,  
Tana, about a wicked dying man. At this sight I say,  
 
to hell with swipes, shots and algorithms. My body  
and binoculars belong to the bizarre, bright- 
confettied, bleeding in the street now we now  
endure. Breathing that acidic sight, I question 
to One true One who encompasses if I am so 
encompassed. Am I still in in the One? 
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Lucky Visit 
 
I’ll stencil-scratch the name of the dead boy 
into the snow-sheet. He showed this morning  
and taught me a right-hand trick on the guitar,  
sang in Japanese. His playing was fine and his care 
was gone-dead friendship seeking to be helpful, 
letting his songbird fly into my ugly territory. 
I couldn’t believe I believed.  I thought I must be half- 
physical, inching toward what luminous hall-space  
he practices in. That’s why he picked me.  
My analyses were lost; I was the breath of all I heard. 
When he returns, I’ll ask to fly on his back  
into a fragrant blankness where no stiff hairs of thought 
groan beneath their own weight, lose my socks in the 
wind, let those eyeballs roll back and wait to drop. 
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Cry of the Town 
 
Where the valley is, an anchoring sun breaths  
on our face, makes screaming a solitary knowing. 
Dragons circle us like anger machines, and we  
upwardly wonder who’s got the hammer of the wind? 
I’ll make myself foolish to it and call howling like dust  
in a spiral, an umbrella inside-out from wind.  
Oh, to make me a strange and undone truthless  
knower, who gives eyes to the tiny walkers who dossle  
and dally side of us on any trip. Oh, to be a section  
of the long hull of town, and follow outwardly  
the strange hurry of blind forward time with no  
activation nor motivation. The side-ways grins 
of people making me grin sideways too. I’d dollop out  
a spoon-full of myself for an off-you-go and any kind eyes.  
Oh seaworthy town! Make me your star nobody, 
and I’ll make you with my ever-insignificant labor. 
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Down the Cloak of Thoughts 
 
Erin said to catch the corner of a thought  
mid-thought feels the same as a lucid  
dream. Fear as a cloak tears off the world 
to reveal tundra-like austere rattle gray sky 
worth wandering over. Worth it to try 
and fly away. Worth it to hold freedom 
like a scarf wave-crying and smiling. 
This dirt is only cold dirt. It reaps sensations of 
torrential up-springing horror of bone skin. 
The first thought begins: what is experience? 
I have only ever known what it isn’t. 
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There, The Loomer  
 
awoken strange solitude submariney: 
music memory like knell guitar its 
grumble:  peppery egg like dad love. 
 
make make the new same day long running away running away from day among long days new  
 
but pot of dreams lidded. big dumb ugly 
star overhead the new day. voices  
 
of dead  quiet, 
 
and that reaching love hook  
shrink and fell over lucky horizon. 
 
This day voicemail not fail! this the  
procedure what make ought do complete! 
 
1 make paper write give stupid head thoughtmaketime of love homeless  
2 chore-doing teacup suicide machine for Maggie and Jeff kiss in the underwater neighbor’s baby in  
3 death’s migration waves or piece of outgoing salt paper pocketed or  
4 trash day recycle day birth day feel good inc marinara refuge in mud hole machine  
6 fire mannerly in chicken skin ooze of broken Svedka rattle flourish from main street hotel window  
7 array best not speak for listening table just make eyes at the moon. just 
 
just guess: how many arches of feet have you kissed?  everybody  
has ‘em almost   everybody. 
 
do you walk across the desert to see an ocean? widow’s pulse  
expectant, takes side-street toward that big baby breath of earth-sized  
exfoliator? 
 
or first glimpse by dead-footed pilgrim arching forward in the  
sand toward salt-lipped ravaging one God of Israel? for the water 
we don’t  drink but  die in? 
 
because the solitude 
 
because the death of mom and love and the lidded pot of dreams, 
because fast fall approach of tumble boulders just outside outside of self, 
the imminent loss of sense love and inexhaustible barriers of father give  
 
love to father to great grandmother starlight to   father simple  
feeling of hand on my back alone in the wondering wondering why  
in the rattling railway station. whose  infants sobbing longing sleep 
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in the matchstick dream that thinking can do and doing just 
say it just say it  
 
or  blink 
 
what is not what is what is not vomit it  
out strap yourself to the weathered rock catch  
in the coffee mug the sky of light fractured into color and drink it. 
 
when we all die die the big  time it will will it be of stupid plague skin puss pile of ignorant 
longing, 
or the brave bring it into me this body small and what will be will? 
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Says Queen to fool, 
 
 “down to dungeon cellar strap 
naked to wicked croak machine.” 
grip of stale wet wine air asking, 
“whos a traitor?” singing almost 
purple room gold room. but 
ash smoke sings yeasty ale 
for ale, this is not torture 
but laces of voice do shriek 
taut against rock and words are long 
lost. no more blood liver of comedy 
singing, “hail the hail the queen 
who dooms generously,” saying 
“hail the butterfly queen.” 
be good be good and your body 
withers. 
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Vision of the Column of Bodies 
 
Look out for long-foot rabbit sleep- 
jumping up from preconscious junk 
 
yard. He’ll steal you from a lover who 
yawns at the moon and turns to meet you 
 
in the room of the eyes. That rabbit 
tells awfully funny jokes, but his sneers 
 
cut like diamonds in the darkness of an 
un-windowed room. When you sink deep 
 
enough to see he is no close company,  
and your body is not one body but amalgam 
 
of scrape-stuck tar and night-flying 
dust, and that bough body of love is not past 
 
notion but further amalgam scraping names 
from star drool and holding tight to the 
 
long lone handle of a bodiless body,  
you’ll sing long live the common Soul! 
 
who is quiet and wholly alone yet wholly 
talking to his her self, drawing in the edges 
 
of the earth to the large-armed morning 
by which we smile past the night in  
 
family hold family. 
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The Dr. Suessian Roti Machine in the Golden Temple Community 
Kitchen in Amritsar, Punjab 
 
People are like beautiful lamps in the cold outside 
until they aren’t, and that’s free 
 
tickles from any old friend once again. 
When takin’ less love than a-makin’ I’ll cork 
this self so as not to leak. Indeed, I am  
 
like that Dr. Seussian roti machine in the community  
kitchen of the Golden Temple in Amritsar, Punjab, 
 
unwieldly, anachronistic, overheating. What’s clear 
is the debts to all those friends whom I love  
more than any squirrel or triceratops, or rock- 
 
cloudland-mountain, upon which God daunts us 
with His face. It’s like eggs and vegetables 
 
hitting the backdrop which peels off the 3-story 
wall onto the stage where the play still continues on. 
Oh Lord! Isabelle, talks to me and it’s all  
 
Swiss cheese again. I can sleep  
and the long, remarkable stories flourish 
 
again, we’ll make shadow puppets on the 
walls again, and who knows if I have even more love 
than that unwieldly roti machine 
 
that feeds fifty-thousand every day at the Golden  
Temple in Amritsar, Punjab. With enough 
 
love to feed small city whose  
back will break ‘neath all this load? 
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I let Dionysus Have Me 
 
The angel is broad. She he 
dances in the grave singingly, 
parachutes with her legs, and he 
herself’s a dance. Touching tight 
his hip, he turns out like pilot,  
finds our reflection and speaks, 
no sin. The tongue does what it  
does, tentacle of no creation, takes  
what it takes. All dusk waters  
of thought lost oily in our dream.  
He gives us what we want, a load  
of newest blue canteened for night  
of antlered cousins or striding tall 
lankily downward. We wipe it on us  
easy in the forest. I let him have me 
for lady. I let him in easy. 
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A Cistern of Wet Ancestors 
 
I pull up the edges of my petals and fall 
and feel a new bulb of flame in the heart’s bottle.  
 
I’m wearing Dad’s sweater, and I shine slippery  
as moonlight. Makes me thirsty, and worse. I love, 
 
I do, this long department store dream. With Dad  
I’ve never been there. The deep aisles of soft lingerie, 
 
oppressive lights that beat on me like megaphone hail.  
What’s better are the upside-down legs of trees  
 
brown and gray in warm December, wet with that cold  
anatomy which so haunts the earth plants. What 
 
well is this deeper now, and rife with unknown  
minerals? A voice shoots me up, and it’s Mom. Boy, is she one 
 
brilliant child! So like a comet. If you were not my son,  
she says, you could be anyone. You could be great- 
 
grandfather starlight out from his wars  
for the largest hands to make one what we might be. 
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The Corner of Darling 
 
Wide mouth of window is good enough for me. 
No need to climb through it. Cookie waste of in- 
living is pillow case for my pressed piano  
key with pressed-down pedal. Let our gentle feet  
touch all hazard. I let the tiny stories  
my lover writes deepen the blanketed corner  
of my bare, lamplit organ. Sing it all over 
and over again. What’s new is new again. Hungry  
tapestry is orchard on the wall. Thus describes  
gratitude: to go outside and absorb in me 
the breaths of birds would overwhelm this tiny 
world of I know you you are the closest to me  
is enough. The mountain range of the whispering 
self-soul is too far a trek. I say your stories 
are enough for me and meal and then some. 
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For All Ya’ll 
 
I let my friends shoe into me like feet pedaling me. 
We all shining like bicycles. When I let myself be  
 
a ramekin of sour cream for them, and they dip their fingers 
in me so I am on and in them, I taste myself too. These friends  
 
are long-pedaled. They whisper sorry to love and trail like small Moses  
into the tree-full path to find a tincture of goodwill in the eye of a hedgehog.  
 
You too, reader, may permit our mind to uncurl fiddlehead fern-like  
for theories to jointly path star maps of odd and jittery recalling. 
 
If I let you friends sing to me like a new child, and let whose-so-ever kisses  
dot me like clovers, will ya’ll hold a star in my rotating cornucopia  
 
and knock it once-twice on my sternum? I offer us no knowledge  
I don’t believe. When she asks for undying love and accept me always, 
 
I pick her up so we may levitate like crabs in the storm-circling waters. 
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In Yin 
 
With my yin cloying  
from my armpit I must not move 
nor coerce a jaguar. The wind 
 
is warm and comes into me 
upwardly. I let it be. I let it be so 
so yin may have at my teat. She 
 
is cared for here. Adonis can wilt 
like wax on a pinecone. I am too  
dewy for him. Why? A certain friend  
 
visited, a friend into whom I am weaved 
us-ly. The sight of her in the kitchen  
plummeted me into yin, and on haunts 
 
our windy-pull and moisture. Where’s  
nukes now? I’ll let a leaf touch me  
in my intimate underneath. I’ll be dead 
 
-weight in the arms of a ghost. 
With nothing to provoke, my fear  
pools black and fragrant. I let it  
 
leave me. I let it be so. 
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Those Great War Poets 
 
Who wants to read a poem about organs’ lasciviousness, 
that sound from the sewer? The infantry masturbates 
 
or else incites worse. Which wound is where? If I were a 
swamp, at the right place at the right time, I’d be full 
 
of bullet holes. The bayonet slipped over the crest 
of the trench when November ended. Now I realize 
 
that soldiering the unconscious will birth slick-skinned 
Eris. The gulls scream at one another. And dolphins’ snouts, slim. 
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Him 
 
Lucifer is  
a voyeur.  
 
He makes an offer 
to Jesus.  
 
His finger’s on his 
pistol. On a  
 
a rooftop he dips 
his dogtooth  
 
into a waterbowl. 
It gleams  
 
like a ruby from nowhere  
exotic. Swallow 
 
his breath, its bitter  
scrapes of fiddle.  
 
Those dunes hold snakes.  
He touches any  
 
child and watches,  
thumbing. 
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Zjytomyr 
 
With tallis stuffed like animal in grip 
you search that long and burnt-black night road. 
A wolf with horror eyes stops to lick 
 
up your tall, clenched quadricep. 
Overhead the long-eyed wondering moon. 
Like a tallis stuffed like animal in grip, 
 
that one-eyed moon is yours to eye-fix 
not some wise pointer finger so known. 
But a wolf with horror eyes stops to lick. 
 
Like bodies of buildings lie burnt-black bricks 
and sticks in piles that line the night road. 
That tallis stuffed like animal in grip, 
 
its long-dangling tzit tzit like gentle tongues flick 
downward where wolf eyes you not moon.  
That wolf with horror eyes has stopped to lick 
 
up your rock-clenched long-roaded quadracep. 
What more to do than wait to sleep or swoon 
with tallis stuffed like animal in grip 
when a wolf with horror eyes has stopped to lick. 
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Shooter 
 
Shooter is roiled. His brain  
is almost upside-down.  
He breathes as he shoots  
and sweats like a cloud. 
He’s straddled horror with two  
boots spread wide over a green, 
sympathetic valley. Shooter 
shines beautiful like a Rolex.  
 
Everyone is talking about him, 
and he knows it. We all eyeing 
a vacant pulpit. Shooter feels  
his mother’s eyes and eats 
from them and hates them. 
Fishing with both hands 
in his fruit basket, he is 
progeny of the American  
 
goddess who poses naked  
as Hallelujah on his monitor.  
Shooter wears his favorite hat  
for this, wants to make a film  
of his diary, sneers like Elvis 
as golden acerbic fumes 
breath through his imaginator. 
They whisper violence, weave 
 
his pillowcases, his skin  
which hides him from actual  
bones. If he could see himself  
doing it, shooting, the teacher  
fleeing, the acquaintance, who is  
girl, painter of dark pictures,  
hiding between the books; 
if he could see his bad haircut  
 
salting his forehead  
like a washed-up corpse;  
if he could smell the pile  
of underclassmen whispering  
through their deaths; and from 
above, if he could glimpse  
the circle of bodies in the ocean,  
carving new paths of death  
31 
 
 
through plastic and weeds,  
recalling in moans the heat  
of their journeys, the pale  
and indistinct rooms where we 
prepared for slaughter, shooter  
would not survive himself 
and lay waiting to forget his face 
in a cloud of empyrean smoke. 
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Ravager Grief 
 
Flaming Lips song on Rosemary street exhumes 
his lost face, up from the high school well bottom, 
then by quick it’s the adolescent tongue cloy 
of back-then darling who sings, “I am the years.” 
Mindvoice prod-rod jumps out from furnace, says, Love, 
cover your bright eyes, you make a mess of the  
 
dark, you’d make a sappy funeral for a boy  
who’s dead now uselessly. You collar and sheen 
the none-other-than and force this moment to 
last. It does not! It might! I squirm in a dirt 
pile; I writhe in a neutral morning. This heap 
of sheets for fort-making is no antidote  
 
and the bedroom needs airing out. Now, lift that 
sill so air’s let in. Then, from the forested black, 
I hear the trouble horn. It welcomes Him. 
The God horse. In his enormous hands he wields 
spears, says, for Dionysus one night a week 
and 6 for the bricks that wait still for mortar. 
 
Those sneers of his sayingly steam with bellows: 
your hungry arms are witches in the bed of 
knowledge. Survey the courtyard in silence, give 
your whole self to viewing and untying that 
nonsense body which whiles in the snake of grief 
in the working world of no entertainment! 
 
No entertainment! Keep those eyes on the ball, 
son, or you’ll make of yourself a shameful mess 
and of course the mess the bloody terrible 
mess of the curdling self-flagellating man 
woman mind stretched like unbreathable latex 
over the forests that speak kookoo in dead 
 
evening spirits that sing waggle far beyond  
the borders of the good-tied foul mouths spewing 
blood toward and nearly grasping the mirage top 
the ladder saying Hallelujah! I’ve come 
home to kiss and kiss and distrust every eye 
I do not recognize this is land law things  
 
unruly figured out! No! Apocalypse cloud 
shines a darkened ulcer upon the morning. 
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I will save great undying wilderness but 
not you, Love. I choose good gracious reach toward all 
horizons. You, Love, look like tiny ant on  
hillside, lovely, but small, too small to somehow see. 
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Prisoners my pain is small 
 
I fist the air my pain is small. Eyes turn  
upward to gather up that my pain  
is small. Under a door, beyond the 
 
wall, out from the always calling  
wet and terrible loving dilated 
wilderness, all pain is small but 
 
but yours. The buildings tall,  
my pain is small. Though wind-torrents pull  
old roots from black earth, pull 
 
bridges from riverbanks, send them down 
stream, send them all a tumbling  
toward a fiery eye, prisoners, 
 
except for you, all pain is  
small. No wilderness in steel.  
Buildings’ blasphemous efforts against the forever altering 
 
fertile situations of earth. In a stubborn brick  
the pain must sit. For this my pain  
is small: I wince and gnarl in a wooden chair 
 
and wake under a sunny window sill. 
My pain is small. 
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Expiation Day 
 
The morning shines its big grey buttocks  
through my window for every dream I don’t 
remember, and a tiny broccoli was dropped 
to my gut bottom where it ferments. Gulfs’ 
gulfed lands between brains of friends seem icy  
oceans with little beaked things that peck and peck  
on that ice. The street cleaner wallops my poor  
 
head and some sloth salivates on my heart.  
That insatiable padded room of shame. Tell me, 
do you think today about the long life, how the days 
are uncountable as the hours unthinkable to count? 
I have every vice imaginable when I juice the hour 
for its unbearable pineapple. I can luxuriate in hot  
sands. Pouring myself another glass of broken 
 
glass, I ask myself what I am devoted to. Speak 
of the devil, there is half of something! It might be 
a face, some waving gloved hand, and its bizarre purple  
or blue shines like rodeo. From base camp over the  
mountain I behold this sliver of imagination: dandelions  
tall-growing and excitable in Its shadow and popcorns’ 
pops pop in a blanket of ridiculous firmament! 
 
Now I want to throw away romance and shave  
all my hair for that sun emitting purple star that 
I cannot see well. I am the field mouse singing  
from the basket on the ocean. No sympathy  
for me, but light, light everywhere bathing us  
in darkness. I prostrate to accept into my scalp 
 my year is a pebble which may any day drop. 
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for Banks 
 
This darling station my life 
in which I choose to take part, you 
have the human manifold of an ancient mountain 
 
teeming with warriors, the views too. 
From a sidewalk the volumes of information  
are dormant torrents of possible beings, silent 
 
swarms of thought eating generously 
their green green crops. A dog 
recognized me as I walked 
 
like pumice through that concrete 
manifold. I saw dog and didn’t see 
Banks. He barked like, Hey! You! 
 
My Friend! and in my ignorant pedaling  
we embraced behind his phone-speaking owner. I love 
that darling dog whom I know, 
 
and the thought of being caught in a laughable lie before a jury 
of dogs has me chuckling like honey. How many 
lies have I told thus far to any dog  
 
with no English? How many lies  
have they bought, or not? 
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Echad 
 
Is the our Great Largeness particled? 
I’ve seen a long meadow yawning 
into a sky and wondered how many bugs 
I could not apprehend. Stumbling through 
the inner thicket I’ve counted and re- 
counted and come to different numbers. 
 
How many are there? Shall we scoop 
it all up into one big carton and call 
her our us that we all are me you bug 
rabbit glory ocean trench funneling 
volcanic steam into some school 
of silvers? Locked in, impressed 
 
into that Single assembly that is 
culture and neutral gorge of dry- 
bushed hoppers prey to hawks 
who eat-make one body? Machine- 
suit me, still I’m elemental as orcas 
steaming legless. And many-lapped  
 
signature beach with spots of 
antelope civilization who stumble 
into a barn, a cactus, a sinew 
of vine and long-tongued spirit  
that eyes fruits and enters the mother  
jaguar when moon and sun are just so. 
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Song of Generations  
 
The spores hiving in circular flurries 
gathering as a cup with a thin stem 
then dissipating and swarming like 
ocean dust. The light charges the scene 
with cursive motion, drawing the each 
of the spore, opening the energy  
from its hinges, permitting bump 
motions through time to be plucked  
and declared sacred. This creation: 
the motion of blood in a whale,  
the stomach and its contents 
eating one another with generosity 
and greed, the symptoms of lovers  
viewing clouds, gathering light shapes 
into their eyes to charge the swirling,  
a runner’s inertia bursting the membrane 
of time. Even the friends who kiss 
are throwing their leftovers from the  
balcony into the ocean to be scavenged  
by crabs. We are all dancing together  
circularly giving time its sheen. The lakes  
between planets stirring the greater  
contents, and One observes One’s  
self in no light, edging toward  
a deeper and more vacuous silence.  
How long does temperate love regenerate  
before lava comes melting in? How will  
we retire in the slow clutch of ice? 
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Just Past the Membrane 
 
Before a meteor squabbles down 
down civilization, each of our cities 
of mirrors, follow with me the hand  
 
of a clock through time. Notice  
its intricate and laughable measures. 
One thing moves at one speed  
 
measures nothing but itself! Sharp  
candied thoughts: how at any moment  
we may tumble unknowingly into a timeless  
 
canyon and lie wandering through a river of roses, 
past thorny bushes, large-eyed marsupials, 
and a cactus who struggles to know his 
 
herself, a tiger’s den dim and unknowably 
deep, the circle of apes cracking jokes 
in the night, the dreams of the iguana 
 
who shares bugs with his mother, whispers 
of knotted trees sparkling jointly among dust  
whose shapes are prayers to no ears, 
 
and the ugly and generous sun who hangs 
like a stolen sapphire in the trapeze of dreams. 
Above the canyon, we funny human women 
men searching for food in our dusty mirrors.  
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In Me There as Clear as Though Unbound 
 
Acquisitiveness and true red love dripping 
and swirling in dissonant unison, love- 
laced hallelujah to the trumpeting calls 
of free will, a small and ignorant halloo 
from the curtained hallways of the quiet self 
who defends voraciously our property 
with a golden flame. This is what it is like 
to feel alone. This evening of responses 
and half recollections, of warring desires  
creeping through the blinds of a dormant castle, 
of drunkenness in the ambient courtyard, 
and awareness ballooning like a Chinese 
lantern twirling and signing its name in the 
dimly lit sky of moon and parental stars, 
of promises of friendship passed like dollars  
between new friends, of the wink of the wrestling  
moon and an I don’t know why my self is strange,  
of blossoming lengthwise for the talkative 
machine whose gears creak in the apathetic 
ramblings of passing days, whose wheels grind lonely 
as a princess high in a windowed tower. 
 
Ought I make myself none to it and affirm 
my body holds loyal to its beautiful 
inner tentacle whose knowledge is searching 
always searching, or shall I unwillingly  
cling to the squealing, dynamic conundrums  
that hail vanity for nonsense and mark Supreme  
Light as arduous and bizarre? What are we  
people committed to together? And why 
do we joke at the complexity which wheels 
and wields us, breathes the answers of ancestors 
long-gone and swimming in the answerless sea 
we might stealthily and dancingly avoid? 
How can I remain aloof to the human 
linguistic whirlpools or deny even this  
fractioned self who searches for a glint  
of generations in the faces of close 
acquaintances? What these desires to me 
transform toward, whomever it is I am or  
may be, and how I people my loneliness 
with assurances is for another day, 
another good tomorrow of generous 
questions who inflate us and come, loyally 
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come again flaunting and asking soon again. 
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For Calliope  
 
Behold the sustaining Earth who sings, 
Calliope and fruitfulness! 
 
Whose voice carries outward toward  
the farthest reaches of the lush and ever-growing valley, 
 
whose eyes shine in every color, 
whose thoughts could wrinkle any mammalian fur! 
 
She sings into me and I let her be 
me. Her knowledge is my unknowledge, 
and we make love unthinkingly by breathing. 
 
Calliope I sing to thee for fruitfulness, 
for I know your many-wondered garments 
bless us with no personal knowledge 
 
and pull us upward by the skin on our shoulders 
to declare the unity of struggling minds, 
 
the kindness of many words or no words, 
and the encompassing silence which eats 
like we do, generously, and childlike  
alone on a hungry afternoon. 
 
As the hippopotamus dries in the heat of our sun 
and waits for her daring friend to roll her  
into the cool green waters of honest 
existence, so I wait for thee, Calliope. 
 
When She sings singingly into my ear, 
I sing too, Calliope and fruitfulness  
all the long year long! 
 
When she gallivants outwards through  
my soul, Calliope and fruitfulness  
all the long day long! 
 
When she comes whispering past  
night’s black waters, Calliope and fruitfulness 
all the morning long! 
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When her hands touch lovingly straight through 
that skinless sky, Calliope and fruitfulness, 
all the decades dancing through 
 
all the decades tossing breaths of days 
horizonless, standing love-handedly in the light, 
 
pouring sky pouring light generous as oceans, 
infinitude and smiling, I open my windows 
for Calliope to sing through, 
 
wood-winding with singsong kindness, 
uncurtaining the darkest corners of my hinges  
to lubricate the pipe and reed of the voice, 
 
to trace lackadaisical yet with fervent 
consciousness the name of Calliope into the breast 
and out into the mystery! 
 
She may bleed into my blood; She may 
rest her tongue on my tongue, 
 
so we may sing jointly. Calliope, 
I dance taunted in your coat tails! 
 
I jump to feel your tzit tzit tickle my face, 
to breathe in your exuberant waterfall. 
Grasping into the equilibrium, 
 
with shaking, wishful hands, we molt and empty 
and play like babies in the vast room of time 
 
where we do soak and shall soak wonderfully, 
and feed one another unthinkingly, 
and laugh like hyenas dreaming 
into this overwhelming light of no knowledge and no fear. 
 
 
 
 
